A Constraint on cAMP Signaling
for a weak heart to perfuse them. The problem is that cardiac and smooth muscle calcium channels are virtually identical and the heart stops if its calcium channels Studies in invertebrates and vertebrates have demonare blocked. Preferential block occurs only because strated a critical role for cAMP signaling and adenylyl smooth muscle has a lower rest potential than cardiac cyclase (AC) activity in learning and memory. In this muscle, and this puts its calcium channels into a gating issue of Neuron, Pineda et al. show that in the hippostate to which dihydropyridines bind with particular campus, reduction of AC activity via the inhibitory G strength. Thus, state-dependent binding turns this parprotein G i is critical for memory formation, suggesting ticular drug from lethal to useful.
that a balance of inhibitory and stimulatory regulators There is a holy grail of analgesic drug design. It is not of AC is required for optimal cAMP signaling. just to inhibit pain without side effects; it is to inhibit pathological pain without side effects. Acute pain is useful because it tells us of danger. But pain becomes Neuronal signaling is regulated by multiple pathways counterproductive when it is excessive, lasts long after that convey signals through cells independently and/or an injury, or becomes completely dissociated from senvia cross-talk with neighboring pathways. The cAMPsory input. In summary, great progress has been made in the understanding of cell signaling since the first discoveries of cAMP by Earl Sutherland and of G proteins and their role in signal transduction by Alfred Gilman and Martin Rodbell. Much progress still remains to be made, however, to fully uncover the mechanisms of cAMP-mediated pathways, a step that is essential to the elucidation of many brain pathologies. 
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